












Plain Indians Tribes 

A Dance 
tor the Sun 
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For many tribes 
of Plains Indians 

whose buffalo 
hunting culture 
flowered durin 

the 18th and 
19th centu ries, 
the sun dance 

was major com 
munal religious 

ceremony. 



Although details of the event differed in various groups, certain elements were 

common tribal traditions. Generally, the annual ceremony was held in late 

spring or early summer when people from different bands gathered together 

again following the dispersal that customarily took place in winter. The sun 

dance, a ritual of sacrifice performed by virtually all of the High Plains peo

pies, has been described among the Arapaho, Arikara, Assiniboin , Bannock, 

Blackfeet, Blood, Cheyenne, Plains Cree, Crow, Gros Ventre, Hidatsa, Kiowa, 

Mandans, Ojibway, Omaha, Ponca, Sarsi, Shoshone, Sioux (Dakota), and Ute. 

Today many of these tri bes still carry out the sun dance, sometimes in altered 

formo The overall significance of the sun dance involves renewal the spiritual 

renewal of participants and their relatives as well as the renewal of the living 

earth and all its components. In its broadest aspects, kinships within both the 

social and natural realms are reaffirmed. This regenerative theme is evi

denced by the Cheyenne, for example, through naming the structure in which 

the ritual takes place the New-Life-Lodge. This term expresses the idea that 

the sun dance is supposed to re-create, to re-form, to reanimate the earth veg

etation, and animal life, and hence is a ceremony of rebirth or renaissance. 

Specific reasons for participation vary among individual and tri bes. 

Motivations for the sacrifice include thankfulness for blessings received , the 

fulfillment of a vow previously made in return for the beneficial outcome of a 

certain crisis, and the desire to insure the safety of a person in the armed 

forces or to obtain a cure for a sick relative. Less specifically, the ordeal may 

be undertaking to promote the general welfare of the dancers' people. 

Historically, Crows held the dance to seek aid in obtaining vengeance for kin 

killed in wa rfa re. Some tribal traditions include the transfer of sacred medi

cine bundles in the context of the ceremony. Generally, each sun dance has a 

sponsor or pledger, usually the main dancer, who bears the expenses of the 

ceremony. The event ordinarily ¡nvolves about a week or more of activity con

sisting of an early private period, during which preparations are made and 

instruction and prayer take place, followed 

Construction of the sun dance 
complex rituals in which a special 

center pole, with the dance enclosure 

The entrance faces east, and in some tri bes sunrise 

day dawn during the dance. Inside, an altar is constructed, 

decorated buffalo skull. Dancers fast and abstain from 

three or four days of dancing. While special songs are chanted 

near the lodge entrance, ea eh participant moves rhythmically 

from the periphery of the lodge to the center pole. Dancers cOlnth,,,;usl~ 

on eagle- bone whistles, fixing their eyes on the crotch in 

the center pole that is typically known as the Thunderbirds 

Nest or eagles nest. Periods of rest alternate with intervals 

of dancing. At the end of the sun dance, purification rites 

are hela and the participants may drink water and break 

their fast. The lodge is then abandoned, its components 

remaining briefly as a reminder of the ceremony befo re 

returning to the elements. In former times, voluntary tor

was part of the elimax of the sun dance in certain 

such as the Sioux and Cheyenne. In those cases, the 

were pierced through the breast or shoulder mus

eles by skewers which were tied to the center pole, and 

they danced by pulling back until their flesh tore away. 

Sometimes the thongs inserted in the sufferer's bodies 

were attached to a varying number of buffalo skulls rather 

than to the center pole. Sun dance participants strive to 

obtain supernatural aid and personal power through their 

sacrifice which will not only assure the accomplishment of 

desired outcomes but which will bring them a richer and 

more meaningful life as a member of their society. The 

sacred ritual reaffirms tribal membership and cultural 

identity and ensures that the people will prosper for anoth

er year. Following the sun dance, there is a renewed feel

ing of social harmony. And beca use of a world view that 

includes nature and all living beings within the realm of 

kinship, that sense of harmony extends beyond human 

reiationships to include the entire creation. As one contem

porary Native American explains, the sun dance is the ritu

al re-enactment of the relationship the Plains people see 

between consecration of the human spirit and Wakan 

Tanka (God) as manifested as Sun, or Light, and Life

Bestower. Through purification, participation, sacrifice, and 

supplication, the participants act as instruments or trans

mitters of increased power and wholeness from Wakan 

Tanka. The purpose of the ceremony is to integrate: to fuse 

the individual with his or her fellows, the community of 

people with that of the other kingdoms, and this larger 

communal group with the worlds beyond this one. The per

son sheds the isolated individual persona lit y and is 

restored to conscious harmony with the universe. The com

munity is the bedrock of tribal life and it necessarily 

ineludes all beings that inhabit the tribe's universe. 



The eagle, a highly important sacred animal in Plains belief, plays a 

major role in the sun dance. Most obviously, the bird partakes of the 

ritual by having his nest represented at the fork of the lodge. In 

Arapaho mythology, this nest symbolizes the thunderbird or eagle, 

who built his nest in a cottonwood tree. Just as these birds fly 

overlooking the earth, so does the Father. He is in the form of a 

Some tri bes, notably the Crow and Shoshone. fasten an 

mounted golden eagle to the rafter over the entrance or 

nest. Considered "chief of all the creatures of the air; 

fui in battle;' the bird acts as guardian protecting the 

evil. The eagle is admired for courage. 

Sometimes identified as the thunderbird. he is distinguished by his 

extraordinarily high flight, bringing him nearer to the sun and in clos

er proximity to the Great Mystery than any other creature. Eagle is 

Buffalo Dancers 

the primary servant of the sun and in his spiritual manifestation 

takes the form of Thunderbird. "Eagle is a bearer of messages from 

spirit to man, and from man to spirit". Thus, in the sun dance the 

eagle exerts his power as a facilitator of r.nrnlTlllnfil-" 

people and the supernatural forces. Crows shed light 

symbolic role in the sun dance ritual, explaining: "Th 

earth ly manifestation of eagle epitomizes the dynamism of 

and lightning. He is the awakener of earth and of its greening; 

the servant of the Sun, the giver of heat and light." The eagle 

associated with success, for "prosperity and wealth follow the 

who may bestow the gift of curing". Eagles "have sharp eyes 

know everything:' As expressed by a contemporary Sioux medicine 

man, "in an eagle there is all the wisdom of the world ". 

Crow who is dancing intensely may focus on the eagle at the top of 

pole. The eagle may "finally move and show itself to the person;' 

"may begin to dance alongside one as he charges' and dances 

from the center pole:' The eagle may then accompany that per-

in a visiono dancing beside him and instructing him about the med

acquired through the visiono On the second day of the dance, a 

may see the eagle soaring aboye the lodge. 

e eagle is alive with a beauty and strength 
ed anywhere, having been endowed with 

as well as foresight. The bird carries 
messages and symbolizes forthcom

ing blessings". 

In unison, each dancer constantly blows upon a whistle fashioned from 

an eagles ' s wing bone. making sounds like the cry of an eagle, keep

drum. This activity symbolizes the force of prayers 

eagles to reach the Great Mystery. According to 

r t:l,r"'."ff"'tt ..... Wakan-Tanka, always hears this, for ... it is real-

voice". The whistle is painting with colored dots and lines 

the remarkable perception of the eagle. The fluffy down 

at the end of the whistle is blown back and forth , representing 

and life. The plume is "taken from the breast of the eagle, for 

the place which is nearest to the heart and center of the sacred 

" Because of the eagle's special capacities, his feathers have 

ral and curative functions. An observer recorded that once 



when the thirst of some Arapaho dancers beca me intense, a pa 

ipant used an eagle feather to bring a refreshing rain. During 

sun dance, a medicine man may direct his eagle-feather fan 

the bodies of people who seek healing, the feathers are 

touched to the center pole and then to the patient, 

away illness with a feather. Fanning motions directed to 

may withdraw and whip away causes of sickness. ¡:-.. ,,,th ..... 

upward toward the sky to reach the eagle so that the 

the prayers for curing upward to 

It is the buffalo, however, as the very source 

tri bes, who occupy the central role in the sun 

mal, Plains people once derived not only meatfor sustenance, but 

skins for ti pis, fur for robes, and virtually all materials for the tools 

and objects necessary for everyday living. Crows still commemorate 

the buffalo's fulfillment of their needs in former times. Even today, 

Crows view the buffalo as a provider of good things for living. It rep-

medicine man, later known as Erect-Horns beca use of the buffalo horn 

cap he wore. He journeyed to a high peak in the company of a woman 

and when the couple came forth from the mountain to return home, 

"the whole earth seemed to become new, and there came forth buffa

lo that followed them". 

relating to the buffalo consistently occur throughout the sun 

Historically, various ceremonies relating to the animal have 

as a preliminary to the climactic dancing. A sacred song 

Sioux that followed certain ritual pertaining to the buffa

the participants' desire for blessings and its associ

power: 

Wakan-Tanka be merc;ful to me. We want to live! That ;5 why we are 

doing thi5 They 5ay that a herd of buffalo ;5 com;ng; Now they are here. 

The power of the buffalo ;5 com;ng upon U5; It ;5 now here! 

resents plenty to eat, plenty to wear, and a peaceful wholesome life. As the Cheyenne sun dance progresses, buffalo songs change in 

"The buffalo symbolizes the necessities without which life would be tempo. "The rattle beat becomes slow and ponderous, as if a herd of 
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hazardous and wearisome and also bestows great curing powers." In 

the contemporary sun dance, it still "radiates power." Proximity of 

buffalo herds as influenced by their migrations indeed determined 

the time and locality chosen for the great ceremonial. 

The pre-eminent status of the buffalo is illustrat
ed by the fact that in certain tribes, the origin of 

the sun dance is tra 

The inception of the ceremonial involves a 

between a person and a buffalo emissary with ",,,,n .. ,'"'" 

Ute and Shoshone myths, for example, reveal 

helped the individual who began the tradition giving him 

tions as to how to carry out the dance and revealing the 

that would follow from proper performance of the ritual. 

Lakota, it was a deity in the form of a White Buffalo who 

the Sacred Pipe through which all ceremonies and rituals 

empowered. The Cheyenne sun dance was taught by the Creator 

buffalo was moving across the prairie:' A Cheyenne who was present 

the first time these buffalo songs were sung in the sun dance lodge 

related that "as they were chanted, a herd of buffalo bu lis ran over the 

hitl and down into the camp:' I 
I 

Buffalo ceremonies, buffalo dances, and feasts of buffalo flesh were I 

sometimes included as preliminaries to prayers that the Great Mystery 

words of the Buffalo which He will speak that night 

of the people." A Sioux shaman dedicated food to 

of generosity, the Buffalo God:' In buffalo dances, partici-

"imitate the pawing of a buffalo bull in rage or defiance and ... 

a defiant bravery of the dancers equal to that of the buffalo 

White dancing, they "gaze continually at the ornamented buffalo 

Those who complete "four periods of this dance become buffa

lo men". After the tree to be used as the center pole had been chosen, 

Sioux Buffalo Cult members carried out a ceremony to honour the buf

falo and bring his spirit to the dance. 
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Flesh of the animal was utilized in various to insert

ing the center pole into the ground, the Sioux placed buffalo fat 

into the hole. Before the dancing began, the sacred sun dance 

pipe was filled and sealed with fat from a buffalo heart. A buck

ski n bag containing a piece of buffalo hump, the choicest of all 

parts, was suspended from the bundle of branches aboye the 

pole. A feast of buffalo flesh often followed the termination of 

the sun dance. Buffalo tongues, as "the most sacred part of the 

most sacred animal was an important feature of the sun dance 

in many tri bes. In preparation for the Blackfoot sun dance, one

hundred tongues were gathered and prepared according to pro

scribed rituals and consumed as sacramental food during the 

ceremony. The tongues were "prayed and sung over" and were 

consecrated to the sun. 

Formerly the Hidatsas, Arikaras, and Shoshones prepared the 

head of a buffalo killed in a special hunt so that it looked alive 

during1'the sun dance. Today the Shoshones and Crows use a 

mounted head that is kept from year to year for that purpose. 

The stuffed buffalo head is tied near the fork of the center pole 

during the ceremony. Representing the great herds upon which 

the tri bes once depended, it remains as a symbol of abundance. 

In earlier times, some form of a buffalo calf or its hide was 

placed at the top of the center pole. The initiator of a Sisseton 

Sioux sun dance would prepare a life-like stuffed calf or yearling 

for this purpose which in later years was replaced by a small 

rawhide buffalo effigy. While placing the skin of a young buffalo 

at the top of the tree, the Oglala pledger would say: 

It is from this buffalo person that our people live; he gives to us 

our homes, our clothing, our food, everything WE need. O buffa

lo calf, I now give to you a sacred place upon the tip of the tree. 

This tree will hold you in hls hand and will raise you up to 

Wakan-Tanka. Behold what I am about to 

things that move and fly upon the earth 

be happy! Charles Eastman, a Sioux, states 

painted red and the buffalo black. "The paint 

man who was about to give thanks pUblicly had 

Iy dead, but was allowed to live by the mysterious 

interference of the Giver of Life. The buffalo hung OO[)Os'lte-' 

image of his own body in death, beca use it was the support 

his physical self. In J. R. Walker's account, both the buffalo bull 

and the man were painted black and were depicted with exag

gerated genitals. Incantations were made to impart potency to 

the figures. Formerly, as a preliminary to the Tetón Sioux sun 

dance, warriors shot at the rawhide effigies to represent, "the 

overcoming of enemies and the success of many buffa/o 

hunts". Various parts and products of the buffalo are incorpo

rated Into the sun dance. The officiating Sioux priest wore buf

horns upon his head. He might attach bands of buffalo 

a buffalo that was shedding. Special power was 

to the shed hair of the all- important animal. The 

the Sioux in the self-torture ritual were made 

Among the Cheyenne "in earlier times, the 

used as the drum throughout the cere-

monies, thus the principie that all essential sacred 

items in the sun dance are related to the buffalo 

To a greater or lesser degree depending upon 
the tri be, the sun dance includes the ele

ments of sacrifice and pain on the part of 
participants. 

The ultimate gift is the offering of one's own body. In a deep 

sense, this phenomenon of undergoing physical agony relates 

the supplicants to the rest of nature; it is an atonement in the 

true meaning of "at onement;' with reference to the unity of 

the cosmos. For all living creatures are subject to suffering 

and share a common capacity for pain. According to Oglala 

tradition, "this truth of the oneness of all things we under

stand a little better by participating in this rite, and by offer

ing ourselves sacrifice:' 

Mircea Eliade explains the Mandan Q-kee-pa as a rite of "ini

tiatory torture" inflicted for the purpose of "spiritual transmu

tation of the victim:' 

Death, represented by undergoing torture, 
signifies that the profane man has been 

killed and the participant has come to life 
regenerated in body and soul. 

The person must "die" through the ordeal of "being cut to 

pieces" in order to bring about his symbolic resurrection. As 
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Eastman analyzes the meaning of the cutting and bleeding of the Sioux 

dancer who is pierced, the pain that results is "the natural accompaniment 

of his figurative death:' The flesh that is tom away when the thong breaks 

loose "represents ignorance;' which "should always be behind us as we fa ce 

the light of truth which is befo re us:' Thus the sun dancer is reborn , mental

Iy and spiritually as well as physically, along with the renewal of buffalo and 

the entire universe. 

The great sun dance ritual establishes the tenet that 
there is no final death, for all living things can be 

renewed. 

Human beings, however, like all their fellow creatures, must cooperate in 

order to bring about universal regeneration . By feed ing grass to the buffalo 

skull, the cycle of life is symbolically perpetuated. To appease the buffalo 

who gives so much to people, appreciation and good intentions must be 

shown, and deferential behavior is mandated. By significant acts like refrain

ing from eating buffalo flesh after the animal has provided a vision, leaving 

some of the meat to propitiate the animal 's spirit after a buffalo is slain , and 

planning a piece of sacred buffalo tongue back into the ground during the 

ceremonial feast, honor is given to the spiritual presence of the buffalo. 

Because the animal 's spirit still remains when the buffalo is killed, death is 

not final ; eternal return is assured for both buffalo and humankind through 

reciprocal actions that maintain the harmony of the world. Thus at the close 

of the Oglala sun dance, Wakan-Tanka is addressed: "You have taught us our 

relationship with all. .. beings, and for this we give thanks ... May we be con

tinually aware of this relationship which exists between the four-Ieggeds, the 

two-Ieggeds, the wingeds? May we all rejoice and Iive,Jn..peace!" 




